
Furloughed Local 50 Cast Members – Answers to Frequently Asked Questions for Local 50 members 

currently on furlough. 

 

Can I have another job while on furlough? 

A. Yes, members on furlough are allowed to have other employment. 

 

I’ve heard we can only be on furlough for a limited amount of time? 

A. There is no maximum amount of time someone may be on furlough. 

 

Am I required to be vaccinated in order to return to work? 

A. No. 

 

Will Disney be providing vaccines or providing priority access to vaccines? 

A. No. Disney is only providing health officials with a location for vaccines to be administered.  

 

How do I verify and update my contact information with Disney? 

A. Login to the HUB and go to “D Tool HR”. Next go to “Personal Contact Information”. You should 

be able to review and edit from there.  

 

I lost my Cast Member ID/ MEP, what do I do? 

A. Contact access control @ 714 781-4945 for IDs and cast admission @ 407 934-6077 for MEP. 

 

What is the order of recall from furlough? 

A. For premium positions (lead, trainer, specialty beverage, and support) the order of recall is in 

descending Full-Time seniority within each scheduling group. For operations by the festivals 

team all scheduling groups are merged and descending Full-Time seniority is used. To be eligible 

for recall you must have the relevant knowledge prior to furlough. 

 

For non-premium positions recall within each scheduling group will be in descending seniority 

order by job classification. First FT classified in the positions followed by FT cross trained into the 

position. After FT cast it will be CR classified in the position followed by CR trained in the 

position.  



Can I turn down recall to work? 

A. Local 50 members are allowed to pass on recall from furlough if they have a health concern or a 

health concern exist for a dependent or someone in their household. Cast who pass on recall 

will remain on furlough status.  

 

How will I be notified for recall? 

A. Recall notifications are conducted by phone utilizing contact information listed on the HUB 

under HR tools. HR tools is different than the system that scheduling utilizes. It is the cast 

members responsibility to have contact information up to date. 

 

What happens if I miss the phone call for recall? 

A. The company will contact a member being recalled a 2nd time after at least 45 minutes have 

passed. The company is leaving messages if they are able to when the first call is not answered. 

Failure to respond to recall notification will remain on furlough status and will not be contacted  

 

What number will Disney contact me from? 

A. There is no set number that Disney will reach out from. 

 

How long do I have till my first shift after I have been recalled? 

A. Disney must provide at least 7 days before the first scheduled shift unless the member and 

company agree to waive that requirement.  

 

I’ve missed/declined recall and want to go back to work, what do I do? 

A. Members who have previously declined/missed recall will need to “opt-in” and fill out a 

“request to return to work form” on the HUB. This form is ONLY available to those that have 

missed/declined recall. After the form has been filled out the next time recall is conducted the 

member will be placed into the pool of eligible cast members based with appropriate seniority. 

 

Can I be terminated for declining/missing recall? 

A. If no other qualified members on furlough with lesser seniority exist for recall then failure to 

recall will be subject to termination. 

 

 


